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CRAFTBEER.COM BEER & FOOD COURSE INSTRUCTOR GUIDE 2

The CraftBeer.com Beer & Food Course is designed as a comprehensive introduction to craft beer and food pairing. The course assumes 
that participants have a basic knowledge of food, and was designed for multiple outlets including culinary schools, restaurants, wholesalers 
and distributors.

The goal of this course is to empower students with a solid background in craft beer, including an understanding of 10 common craft beer 
styles which they can describe to patrons and successfully pair with food.

The course is meant to be flexible for individual instructors. You can follow the five-day outline here, or stretch the course out over mul-
tiple weeks by covering one unit per week. Be sure to take into account the strength of the group taking the class before combining 
sessions. For a shorter time frame, our recommendation is to combine units into two single-day sessions:

Session 1: Days 1-2
Session 2: Days 3-4 + Exam

The exam (Day 5) has two components: a written test, and a cooking exam designed to evaluate a culinary student or chef candidate’s 
pairing abilities. The cooking exam requires access to a fully-stocked kitchen and at least two hours.

Materials Needed To Teach Course:
• Classroom-style seating
• Pantry items (will vary depending on season and ability of participants)
• Printed copies of CraftBeer.com Beer & Food Course
• Water glasses (1 per student)
• Unsalted matzo or crackers
• Tasting cups (10 per student)
• Dump buckets (one per every 3-4 students)
• Bottled water or water station
• Beer Tasting Mat (1 per student)
• Beer Tasting Sheet (can be used for each beer tasted)
• Bottle openers
• Flavor Components in Beer (1 per student)

Suggested Beer Styles for Tasting #1 (p. 35-37)
Each student will need 2-3 ounces per tasting. Suggested commercial examples are listed in the CraftBeer.com Beer Styles.

• German-Style Marzen/Oktoberfest
• Belgian-Style Witbier
• Berliner-Style Weisse
• American Pale Ale
• American India Pale Ale/IPA

Suggested Beer Styles for Tasting #2 (p. 41-43)
Each student will need 2-3 ounces per tasting. Suggested commercial examples are listed in the CraftBeer.com Beer Styles.

• American Stout
• Belgian-Style Dubbel
• Belgian-Style Saison
• American Brett
• Barrel-Aged Beer

http://www.craftbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/CB_Food_Course/BeerAndFoodCourse.pdf
http://members.brewersassociation.org/store/detail.aspx?id=251
http://www.craftbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/BeerTastingMat.pdf
http://www.craftbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/CB_Food_Course/resources/BeerTastingSheet.pdf
http://www.craftbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/CB_Food_Course/resources/FlavorComponents.pdf
http://www.craftbeer.com/beer-styles
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/german-style-marzen-oktoberfest
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/belgian-style-wit
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/berliner-style-weisse
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/american-pale-ale
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/american-india-pale-ale
http://www.craftbeer.com/beer-styles
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/american-stout
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/belgian-style-dubbel
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/belgian-style-saison
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/american-brett
http://www.craftbeer.com/styles/barrel-aged-beer
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DAY ONE
Before beginning the lecture, take a quick poll of the group for craft beer knowledge:

• Who enjoys craft beer?
• Who can name more than 10 small and independent craft breweries?
• Who pairs craft beer with their food?

Lecture Focus Points from Reading:
Page 4: Beer is deeply rooted in this country’s framework. This beverage contributes 1.6 percent to our gross domestic product, and 
historically has been enjoyed by both presidents and pilgrims alike. In 2014, the entire U.S. beer category reached $101.5 billion in sales, 
with small and independent craft brewers contributing $19.6 billion of that total. Comparing these numbers to wine ($36 billion) and spirits 
($65 billion), it’s fair to say the U.S. is first and foremost a beer-loving nation.

Page 4: Fast forward to today: The U.S. is the number-one beer destination on the planet, with more than 3,700 breweries both large and 
small, of which 99 percent are small and independent. The majority of Americans live within 10 miles of a brewery. We now have more 
than 100 U.S. beer styles, from American India Pale Ales to barrel-aged sours.

Pages 8-9: Review of brewing process steps:
• Mash
• Lautering
• Boil
• Whirlpool
• Chilling
• Fermentation
• Conditioning
• Carbonation

Page 14: Review the CraftBeer.com A-Z of Beer Styles.

Pages 16-22: Review/discuss common U.S. beer styles.

Supplemental Videos:
• Share a video tour of a brewery and brewery equipment
• Craft Beer Styles - http://bit.ly/Craft_Beer_Styles

Supplemental Demonstrations/Tastings:
• Put together a hop and malt tasting to help students better understand ingredients. Use the Find a Homebrew Supply Shop tool 

at HomebrewersAssociation.org to find ingredients near you.
 - Tasting/rubbing of hops (cones or pellets)
 - Tasting of teas from steeping malt in water

• Tasting of low-volume CO2 vs. high-volume CO2 and nitro beers
 - For common carbonation ranges, use the Beer Styles section of CraftBeer.com (carbonation ranges can be found in the 

“Sensations” section for each beer style).
• Soft water vs. hard water tasting
• Yeast tasting
• Lager vs. ale tasting

 - Full Sail Session Lager (German-Style Helles) vs. Sierra Nevada Pale Ale (American Pale Ale)
 - Odell 5 Barrel Pale Ale (English-Style Pale Ale/ESB) vs. Full Sail Session Lager (German-Style Helles)

Additional Discussion Topics:
• Where do you see craft beer right now in the marketplace? At which restaurants? In which stores?
• When was the last time you had a craft beer and food pairing?
• How would you describe the difference between a craft beer pairing and a wine pairing?
• What do you think contributed to the growth of craft beer?
• How many of the U.S. beer styles covered today have you tried before?

http://bit.ly/Craft_Beer_Styles
http://www.homebrewersassociation.org/how-to-brew/find-a-homebrew-supply-shop/
http://www.craftbeer.com/beer-styles
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DAY TWO
Lecture Focus Points from Reading:
Page 26-28: Review the flavor profile “six-pack”

1. Crisp & Clean: Focus on cleansing, drying, refreshing tastes and mouthfeel. Ask for examples of delicate dishes that can benefit 
from a clean pairing.

2. Malty & Sweet: Focus on toffee and caramel notes and how those can be savory as well as sweet. Talk about Maillard reaction 
pairings.

3. Dark & Roasty: Focus on ingredients that can calm the intense flavors of the beer to bring out more subtle notes. Try to take the 
conversation beyond the obvious dark/roasted flavors of cocoa and chocolate. Use dark meats with iron, grains and fats to drive 
pairing ideas.

4. Hoppy & Bitter: Focus on both herbal and citrusy hops and describe how to create pairings for each. Talk about how fat coats 
the palate and the interaction with the cleansing power of hops in a pairing.

5. Fruity & Spicy: Focus on using complementary ingredients to highlight this flavor profile without overpowering the other notes 
present in the beer. Talk about how to keep the palate awake during a pairing with a rich beer and a rich dish.

6. Sour, Tart & Funky: Focus on using the carbonation level as a guide to choosing ingredients. Talk about how to determine 
whether or not to have the sour notes in the beer cleanse the palate or challenge the dish.

Page 32: Explain why the shaker pint became so widely used. Essentially, the shaker pint became popular out of mere convenience. It 
was used for cocktails, it was sturdy, it held 12-16 ounces of beer, and until recently nobody questioned its use. A challenge is that it does 
not allow for aromas to fully reach the nose.

Supplemental Demonstrations/Tastings:
• Frozen glass tasting: side-by-side tasting of craft beer in a proper glass and a frozen glass. To freeze glass, dip in cold water.  

Drain, but do not dry. Immediately place in freezer overnight.
• Demonstrate properly serving a craft beer using the checklist on page 33.

Additional Discussion Topics:
• Who has had a mishandled or improperly served beer? What was bad about it? What did you do? How was it handled by  

the establishment?
• What glassware was your last craft beer served in? Was that the right glass? If not, what should it have been served in?
• When was the last time you were recommended a craft beer at a restaurant? Was the server well informed?
• When was the last time you visited a brewery?
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DAY THREE
Lecture Focus Points from Reading:
Pages 45-46: Complement, Contrast and Cut: talk through examples of each and encourage group discussion of flavors that are part 
of each practice. Start with complement as it is the most basic, and push toward cut and contrast by switching the flavor profiles in the 
example dishes.

Page 34-37: At the end of the second tasting, discuss food pairings for each of the 10 styles tasted. Push the group past the initial, basic 
pairing ideas and challenge them with questions like:

• What happens when acid is introduced into the dish?
• What happens when fat is introduced into the dish?
• If the cooking method changed, would the suggested pairings change too?
• How does pairing change when you switch from sweet to savory applications and vice versa?

Page 46: Intensity: a common rule of thumb for pairing craft beer with food is to match strength with strength. In other words, look to 
pair delicate dishes with lighter craft beers and strongly-flavored dishes with more assertive craft beers. Intensity in craft beer can come 
in many forms:

• ABV (Alcohol By Volume)
• Malt profile: deep dark caramel notes, dark roast, increased malt bill in the craft beer
• Hop bitterness: late-addition hops can overtake a beer’s presence on the palate
• Sweetness: barrel-aging, addition of sugars and/or fruit
• Body: carbonation level, addition of flavors such as chocolate and/or barrel aging
• Acidity

In the culinary world, richness can be matched by increasing the fat content of dishes and using cooking methods such as grilling, 
sautéing, braising or roasting. Seasoning can play a role in toning down the richness of a craft beer, but often times the simpler pairing 
wins the palate. 

Lower-alcohol craft beers are often paired with more delicate dishes. The key in pairing delicate craft beers and delicate dishes lies in 
finding harmonies in the subtle notes that can be pulled from the pairing. Highlighting crisp, clean, palate-refreshing dishes with craft 
beers that do the same can awaken and prepare the palate for more complex pairings to come.

Think of the paired craft beer as a supporting ingredient and consider how it will interact with different characteristics of the dish. Does 
the beer bring the sauce to the front of the palate? Does the beer pair too strongly to one part of the dish, thus hiding the whole pairing? 
Is the beer a standalone component that cleanses the whole palate?

Supplemental Demonstrations/Tastings:
• Descriptions/demonstrations of pairings that complement, contrast and cut
• Graphic or live demonstration of Maillard reaction
• How to use the CraftBeer.com Flavor Triangle. Interactive tasting should be kept simple to allow the palate to find a base for the 

Triangle and how to use it
• Clash pairing example: tasting of dark chocolate and Pale Ale

Additional Discussion Topics:
• What was your last craft beer pairing experience like?
• Talk about how each palate in the room perceives flavor in its own way.
• How do you recover from a bad pairing?

http://www.craftbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/CB_Food_Course/resources/FlavorTriangle.pdf
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DAY FOUR 
Lecture Focus Points from Reading:
Page 54-56: What to do if a beer is past expiration date, stale or flawed.

• Focus on the proper steps for receiving product. Receiving a beer delivery should be treated the same as a food delivery. 
• Discuss the importance of meticulously checking in each item, noting the temperature and initial outward appearance. Once you 

sign the invoice, the product is your responsibility.
• Temperature has the greatest effect on the flavor, aroma, texture and carbonation of beer. The appropriate temperature for 

serving craft beer depends on the style, but will fall in the range of 38-55°F. Serving a beer below 38°F will hold the aromas back 
and lessen the flavor. Serving a beer too warm results in muted flavors without the full aromatic complexity of the hops and esters.

• No matter the packaging type, all beer should be stored cold. Most craft beer is perishable. Aging and the development of 
oxidative qualities will occur faster at warmer temperatures. The Brewers Association recommends storage temperatures of 40°F 
for kegs waiting to be tapped and 50°F for bottled/canned product. Growlers should be stored in the refrigerator at 38°F.

• Always pay attention to and track expiration dates. These dates can reflect the bottling date, “best before” date, and other 
time-specific information that indicates when the brewery expects a beer will be past its prime. Never serve a beer that is out  
of date.

Page 55-56: Discuss craft beer that should not be aged, including fresh-hop beers, IPAs, Pale Ales and extremely low-ABV beers.

Discuss risks of aging craft beer. Once you age a beer beyond what your distributor and/or brewery would advise, you take on all the risks 
associated with the beer should it not show well.

Checklist for Cellaring:
• Dark: light reacts with compounds in beer to develop the dreaded skunky character. Keep all beer in the dark, away from sunlight 

and florescent light.
• Consistent and cool temperature: warmer temperatures speed up the effects of aging. Keep beers cool to cold, but don’t let 

them freeze.
• Minimal movement: agitation aides in the effects of oxidation and age. Set’em and forget’em.

Pages 57-60: Tips for designing a beer dinner:
• Know your guest and your comfort zone for cooking
• Pair what you know
• Hold as many tastings as you need to get it right for service
• Proofread your menu; then have someone else proofread your menu
• Don’t overdo it; let your cooking do the talking
• Be open to feedback; not everyone will love everything

Supplemental Demonstrations/Tastings:
Break out into groups to discuss and design a practice, three-course tasting menu. Suggested parameters:

• There must be a clear theme to the menu
• Up to two beers per course
• No budget restriction
• No repetition of beers or ingredients
• Full menu must be written out as it would be presented to guests

Additional Discussion Topics:
• Who has attended a beer dinner?
• Who has prepared a beer dinner?
• How much beer is at your house/restaurant right now? Is it stored properly?
• What is the oldest beer you have in stock right now?
• What is the freshest beer you have in stock right now?
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DAY FIVE 
Apply for the CraftBeer.com Beer & Food Course Exam: http://bit.ly/BF_Exam

Instructors are provided with a 50-question written exam and instructions for a two-part pairing exam, during which students will create a 
three-course menu, prepare the dishes and select appropriate craft beer pairings.

http://bit.ly/BF_Exam

